1. STRUCTURAL I BEAM
2. WHITE-COATED ALUMINIUM PANEL FOR TOP AND BOT TO FIX TO STEEL STRUCTURE THROUGH FIXING BRACKETS
3. STAINLESS STEEL GUTTER WITH EPDM MEMBRANE AS LINING OF DRAIN AND LEAF GUARD FIXED TO STEEL STRUCTURE THROUGH FIXING BRACKETS
4. NON-STRUCTURAL COLUMN: WHITE COATED STEEL CHS DIAMETER 120MM CONTAINING RAINWATER DOWNPIPE COLUMN HEAD, STEEL, WELDED
5. PVC RAINWATER PIPE FEED TO NEAREST TREE
6. BRICK PAVING ON SAND BED
7. STEEL PROFILE AT COLUMN BASE
8. ANCHOR ROD
9. CONCRETE FOOTING
10. STRUCTURAL COLUMN: WHITE COATED STEEL CHS DIAMETER 120MM